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as possible, what he ought to dislike and avoid. If a child is
accustomed to beautiful things his taste will be unconsciously
cultivated. ** These will grow into his soul, there unconsciously
to erect standards of goodness and beauty, to cultivate a
healthy taste, which will make their opposites repellent to
him." x The teacher must, of course, have regard to his pupil's
capabilities at a given age. The cultivation of taste is a gradual
process, and the results achieved depend on the stage of develop-
ment. Experimental psychology confirms what we should
naturally expect, that the beginning of adolescence is a favour-
able period.
What is the intellective aspect of training in taste? The
teacher must be very careful here, for direct instruction will
largely defeat its own ends. He must not lay down laws in
the matter, saying, "This is beautiful, that is ugly. Like this,
and dislike that." And yet taste cannot be fully developed
apart from knowledge. There are standards of taste, valid for
more than one person, and knowledge of these is necessary.
It is desirable, having felt the beautiful, to analyse its con-
ditions and arrive at some general principles. Sir H. Walford
Davies, in his wireless talks on music, does this with con-
spicuous success. Our intellects impel us to seek reasons for
beauty when we find it: the receptive attitude naturally
becomes an analytical and critical one. No teacher, however,
must think that any knowledge of standards and canons of
criticism can be a substitute for feeling, for if that is absent
all talk about the beautiful is mere cant and humbug. But,
this condition being fulfilled, the teacher, without adopting
a didactic attitude, can do much to help his pupils to perform
elementary analyses of conditions of beauty. ^ He must never
force expressions of taste: if they come naturally he will
accept them, but he must not demand them. If a child wishes
merely to feel the beauty of a poem he must not be compelled
to talk about it, or to give reasons. Success in appreciation
lessons cannot be assessed by the method of question and
answer, excellent though that method may be in intellectual
matters, y
* Plato.

